4th International Anti Nuclear Festival of Rhodes

Programme

Monday 12/9/11
19.00 D’ AMBOISE GATE

Opening of an Exhibition on the Environment

Participating in the Exhibition

- the awarded Rhodian cartoonists Vangelis Pavlidis and Michael Kountouris.
- the “Oikologika-Rodiaka” Group on the current issues threatening the environmental status of Rhodes
- Amateur Rhodian short film directors

Organized by MANW, Rhodes Cinematographers Club, Oikologika - Rodiaka Group

The Exhibition will remain open daily 10.00-13.00 and 18.00-21.00 till 21/9

Tuesday 13/9/11
21.00 Municipal Theatre of Rhodes

The Poisoned Shipments in the Mediterranean: a common practice for dumping toxic and nuclear waste

Presentation by Italian Organization Legambiente

Screening of the short film “The door” by Juanita Wilson

Organized by: MANW – Rhodes Film Club

Wednesday 14/9/11
21.00 Bastion of Saint George, Medieval Town

Classical Guitar Concert with Duo Cueca

The first concert by Duo Cueca in Rhodes.

Guitarists: Antonis Liopyris, Konstantinos Anapolitanos

Organized by: MANW

Thursday 15/9/11
21.00 Municipal Theatre of Rhodes

“Dreams in another language“
First screening in Rhodes of the film by Lucia Rikaki, awarded as Best Greek Documentary 2010
Organized by: MANW – Rhodes Film Club

**Friday 16/9/11**

17.30 AKTAION

«The Nuclear Program of Turkey: A Constant Threat in our Neighbourhood»
Organized by MANW and the University of the Aegean - Faculty of the Humanities

Lecturers: Thanasis Geranios, Professor, University of Athens
           Panagiotis Tsakonas, Professor, University of the Aegean, Rhodes
           Tolga Yarman, Professor, Okan University, Istanbul

**Friday 16, Saturday 17, Sunday 18, Monday 19/9/11**

21.00 Theatre of the Medieval Moat «Melina Merkouri»

Iakovos Kampanellis' «Our great circus»
by Amateur Theatre Troop «Praxis». Directed by Kostas Katsoulakis

**Sunday 18/9/11**

21.00 Municipal Theatre of Rhodes

«Golfland» A documentary film by Nelli Psarrou
First screening in Rhodes. The director will be present
Organized by: MANW - Association for the Protection of the Environment of the Island of Rhodes - Rhodes Film Club

**Monday 19/9/11**

20.00 AKTAION

Open event on the State Owned Real Estate and Law 3986/2011
Main lecturer: Kostas Beis, Professor Emeritus at the School of Law - University of Athens
Organized by: MANW - Association for the Protection of the Environment of the Island of Rhodes - «Dodecanesians’ Common» Initiative
Wednesday 21/9/11  World Peace Day

20.00 Municipal Theatre of Rhodes

«Asia Minor Over Again»

First Screening in Rhodes. The awarded director of the documentary, Tahsin Isbilen, will be also present.

Organised by: NGO Lysistrati - Rhodes Cinematographers Club - Rhodes Municipal Organization for Culture and Sports

21.30 Freedom Square (in front of the City Hall)

Open Concert – Sign of Peace – Closing of the Festival

Organised by: MANW – Municipal Community of Rhodes – Rhodes Film Club

All events, apart from the theatrical play in the Medieval Moat Theatre, are with free entrance.

The events are supported by:

4th Ephorate of Byzantine Antiquities (Ministry of Culture)

Rhodes Municipal Organization for Culture and Sports

«Kallithea Springs S.A.»